
...and so, too, is the tiger, in the dead tiger and Georges Clemenceau was a very great tiger. Therefore Georges Clemenceau is very dead”. All the pieces in On Paris were previously published in Dateline: Toronto (1985), together with others from Hemingway’s two-year spell at the paper. There is every reason to repackagethem in handy pocket-size format, but in a time of more severe exchange rates the reader paying £7.99 for seventy pages might have been grateful for a crumb or two of editorial guidance – even if only the information that it was Gérard de Nerval, not Baudelaire, who led the lobster past the tempting café tables to his spartan studio.
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In 1904, an article in the Daily Mail described an investigation in Adelaide into Dr William Ramsay Smith, who was alleged to have sent dissected bodies to Arthur Keith at the Royal College of Surgeons’ Hunterian Museum. The article reported an anonymous Harley Street surgeon saying such traffic was hardly surprising given the perpetual shortage of corpses, which resulted from “the squeamishness of the British public”, with its “false, mawkish sentiment”. A clerk working in the Anatomy Inspector’s office noticed the
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impacts of social and political factors on the emergence of Russian literature. His book has been praised for its excellence and its unique perspective on the development of Russian culture.